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Objective: Developing novel, computationally feasible, dynamic models for 
            prediction of equilibrium morphologies as well as the process of 
            developing morphologies based on the experimental observations  

Applications:  multiphase waterborne systems (e.g. polymer-polymer (alkyd-
acyllic, polyurethane-acrylic, etc) , polymer-polymer-inorganic hybrids (silica, 
clay, etc)).              
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Fig. 4. (A) TEM and (B) SEM images for the experiment described in Example
3.

polymer with a Tg of 60 !C and a second stage of polystyrene.
Fig. 5A shows the TEM photo for this system. It is clear that the
second stage polystyrene is located preferentially towards the
outside of the particles but that there is some limited penetration
of polystyrene into the interior, evident as small domains in the
particle center. Fig. 5B shows the DSC result and reveals that
the glass transition for the composite particle extends across
the entire range of temperatures between the seed polymer
Tg (60 !C) and the second stage Tg (104 !C). This means that
the polymers are not well phase separated and that pure poly-
mer regions do not exist within the particle. Instead, we have
regions with a higher concentration of second stage polymer
(the outside) and regions more concentrated in seed polymer
(the center). This is another example where the equilibrium
morphology (inverted core shell) was not formed due to kinetic
restrictions. This example also clearly illustrates the importance
of using multiple analytical techniques to characterize morphol-
ogy. Using TEM we are able to determine the location of the
different polymers in the particles, but not the purity of the poly-
mer phases. Using DSC, we are able to determine the extent of
mixing between the polymers, but not their location. Only by
combining the two techniques are we able to gather enough
information to develop a full understanding of the morphology
of these particles.

Fig. 5. (A) TEM and (B) DSC results for the first experiment described in
Example 4.

Fig. 6A and B shows the predictions for this system from
the KMORPH software. Fig. 6A shows the distribution of the
second stage polymer as a function of radius as a result of the
radical penetration process (spatial movement of the polymer
after termination is not yet considered by KMORPH). Inset into
Fig. 6A is a ideal cross section (i.e. through the center of the
particle) of a particle that could be expected based on the radial
distribution, and 6B is a simulated TEM image of a microtomed
section. Fig. 6B reflects that in a microtomed section, some par-
ticles are sectioned through the center while others have only
the edges cut off and included in the section. It is clear that
there is agreement between the KMORPH predictions and the
actual morphology. This is typical for systems in which phase
separation is limited, or where phase consolidation after phase
separation is minimal, because in such systems the location of
the second stage polymer is driven solely by the penetration of
radicals which is the main factor considered by KMORPH.

Systems in which the two polymers are more uniformly
mixed within the particle are also possible. The experimental
example chosen here consists of a poly(butyl acrylate-co-
styrene) seed polymer (Tg = 60 !C) and MMA as the second
stage monomer. TEM and DSC results are shown in Fig. 7A and
B. The particles as observed by TEM show no apparent phase
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the process to proceed. If any one of these processes is limited
by the kinetics of the diffusion process then the equilibrium mor-
phology will not be achieved but rather a kinetically controlled,
non-equilibrium morphology is obtained.

To understand radical penetration one must first consider
that in emulsion polymerization radicals are typically created
in the water phase, and thus enter latex particles at the outer
particle surface. From this point on they will begin diffusing
throughout the latex particle while simultaneously growing by
propagation. It is possible to model this diffusion process in
order to predict where the second stage polymer will be created
as a function of particle radius within the seed latex parti-
cles [6–11] and we have developed a computer program called
UNHLATEXTM KMORPH to do so [12,13]. One finds that the
majority of the distance that radicals penetrate occurs soon after
radical entry while the radical chains are still relatively short
oligomers. Experiments have clearly shown that morphology
development is largely dependent on the extent to which radi-
cals can penetrate into seed latex particles [6,14–18]. In general,
radical penetration will occur fully (meaning they can reach the
center of the particle) when the effective Tg of the seed polymer
phase is about 20 !C or more below the reaction temperature.
Penetration is severely limited when the effective Tg of the seed
polymer phase is 10 !C or more above the reaction temperature.
In between these extremes the extent of radical penetration will
be partial. Of course, the extent of penetration depends to some
degree on the particle radius. The use of the term effective Tg
refers to the fact that the polymers will be partially swollen with
second stage monomer and/or water during the polymerization
and this will lower their glass transition temperatures below that
of the pure polymer.

Polymer phase separation need only be considered in cases
where oligomeric radical penetration is possible because when it
is severely limited the second stage polymer is produced on the
outside surface of the particle and intimate mixing between the
seed and second stage polymer chains never occurs. When pen-
etration is possible a second stage polymer chain will find itself
inside the particle and fully entangled with the seed polymer
chains. Phase separation then requires chain diffusion. When
one considers the thermodynamics of phase separation [19] it
becomes clear that in most cases several 2nd stage polymer
chains will be required in order to phase separate into a ther-
modynamically stable domain. This will require diffusion over
finite distances within the particle in order to get multiple chains
together and this process may be so slow that phase separation
is not possible. In such a case the reason that the polymer chains
were able to arrive in interior locations at all is because the major-
ity of the distance that radicals penetrate occurs while they are
still relatively short oligomers, early on after entry. We have
shown experimentally that many cases do exist where phase
separation is not possible, resulting in particles with non-phase
separated gradient or mixed morphologies [20]. In general, we
find that when the effective Tg of the second stage polymer is
greater than the reaction temperature, phase separation is likely
to be limited or prevented entirely.

The process of phase consolidation after phase separation has
been studied to a lesser extent. We have conducted some studies,

which are to date unpublished, considering phase consolidation
and morphology rearrangement upon aging of the latex where
changes are induced by the addition of cosolvent or by anneal-
ing at elevated temperature. In general we find that in order to
achieve any observable morphology rearrangement one must
soften both polymers significantly so that their effective Tg’s are
below the temperature of aging. The driving force for morphol-
ogy rearrangement is the minimization of interfacial free energy,
and the system will evolve towards the equilibrium morphology
if given sufficient time. Clearly, the process of phase consolida-
tion requires an increased extent of polymer mobility compared
to the previous two processes of oligomeric radical penetration
and polymer phase separation.

Another point that is important to state here is that any work
in this area relies on the need to adequately characterize latex
particle morphology. We have looked at this topic in a so-called
“Round Robin” study [21] and have found that it is important
to employ numerous analytical techniques to develop a sound
conclusion about the morphology for a given system, even for
relatively simple systems. This is simply because each tech-
nique provides slightly different information about the particle
structure, and no single technique is able to provide all relevant
details. When characterizing particle morphologies we strive to
understand three important details, the particle shape, the parti-
cle surface (which polymer covers the surface) and the particle
interior (phase domain structure or extent of polymer mixing).
In the examples shown in this paper we focus on TEM, SEM and
DSC techniques, but we also often employ additional techniques
such as surfactant titration, AFM, film formation, etc.

2. Experimental

For the sake of brevity we do not present full recipes for
all experiments presented here as they derive from a range of
separate individual studies. However, all experiments are very
similar in the manner in which they are conducted in our labo-
ratory and a representative example is provided here. Pertinent
details for individual experiments (comonomers, Tg’s, etc.) are
provided in the discussion surrounding the various experiments.
All experiments, unless otherwise noted, were conducted under
monomer starved, semibatch conditions at 70 !C with a stage
ratio of 50/50. All used potassium persulfate (KPS) as initiator
and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as surfactant. Reactions were
conducted in jacketed glass vessels (1 l or 250 ml scale) under
a nitrogen atmosphere using water that was previously boiled
to remove most of the dissolved oxygen and minimize oxygen
inhibition. Most reactions are buffered at a pH of approximately
6 using sodium bicarbonate, but one experiment (described later
as example 7) was buffered at pH 3 using a mixed buffer system
of citric acid/disodium hydrogen phosphate.

2.1. Seed latex preparation

We refer to the first stage polymer as the seed polymer,
which is likely different than the terminology others may use
in which the seed latex refers to that used solely for the pur-
poses of nucleating particles (which we will refer to as the


